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Life games during that coursework could also be beneficial. Participants also reported that the D.B.T. in Life
games were interesting, enjoyable to play, and effective tools in learning and practicing DBT skills. Overall, it
appears that these games can be used in a classroom or conference setting with clinicians in training in order
to increase both the knowledge and skill of the practitioners that will be utilizing DBT in clinical practice.
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Abstract 
Although the therapeutic benefits of implementing Dialectical Behavior Therapy with 
clients suffering from various psychological conditions has been well documented in the 
literature, there is very little research about the usefulness and effectiveness of therapeutic 
games. The purpose of the present study was to further explore coping skill acquisition using 
Dialectical Behavior Therapy with clinicians and practitioners in training including the 
implementation of innovative D.B.T. in Life games. A total of 62 student clinicians (19 men and 
43 women) who attended either classes at an area university or a 2-day DBT conference learned 
about various aspects of DBT, learned and practiced the D.B.T. in Life games, and completed a 
measure of coping abilities, a measure of knowledge about DBT, and a satisfaction survey. 
Overall, the results suggest that clinicians’ knowledge about DBT can be increased by 
completing coursework about DBT and that utilizing the D.B.T. in Life games during that 
coursework could also be beneficial. Participants also reported that the D.B.T. in Life games 
were interesting, enjoyable to play, and effective tools in learning and practicing DBT skills. 
Overall, it appears that these games can be used in a classroom or conference setting with 
clinicians in training in order to increase both the knowledge and skill of the practitioners that 
will be utilizing DBT in clinical practice. Some limitations of the present research and 
recommendations for future research are discussed. 
 
Key Words: Dialectical Behavior Therapy, DBT, Therapeutic Games, Coping Skills, Learning 
Theory  
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Efficacy of D.B.T. in Life Games with Clinicians in Training  
Mental health disorders are the leading cause of disability in the United States and 
Canada for those ages 15-44. In fact, it is estimated that 26.2% of Americans (approximately 
57.7 million people) ages 18 and older suffer from a diagnosable mental disorder in a given year 
(U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 1999). The direct costs of mental health 
services, which includes treatment and rehabilitation, in the US in 1996 was $69 billion equaling 
7.3% of total health spending for that year. The indirect costs of mental health, which includes 
lost productivity in the workplace, school and home to premature death or disability, are 
estimated to be $78.6 billion in the United States annually.  Obviously, this is a huge economic, 
financial, and health concern for millions of people.  
 Twenge (2000) found an increase in mental health problems in recent cohorts suggesting 
that there may be a massive failure in people’s ability to cope with stress and life problems. 
There is an apparent need for psychological treatments that are low in cost and effective for 
people suffering from all types of disorders. Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) is one such 
treatment that has been empirically supported to treat various types of disorders in various 
settings (Evershed et al. 2003; Moonshine, 2008; Swenson, Sanderson, Dulit, & Linehan, 2001; 
Stepp, Epler, Jahng, & Trull, 2008). DBT focuses on the acquisition of adequate coping skills to 
handle stressful and difficult situations when they arise so that mental health symptoms and 
stress do not become unmanageable.  Coping strategies are defined as conscious and unconscious 
attempts by an individual to regulate external and internal environments (Aldwin, 2007). The 
central aim of DBT skills training is to replace ineffective, maladaptive, or nonskilled behavior 
with skillful responses (Linehan, 1993b). Clients who develop, utilize, and have these skills 
reinforced in the environment could potentially have a variety of positive mental health 
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outcomes so it is important to determine the most effective methods to teach these skills. DBT 
skills can be taught in individual therapy sessions, in a group format, or in both. It is important to 
have a variety of techniques available when teaching new coping skills including: lecture, video 
examples, handouts, role plays, and art work. Games are another great way for clients to learn 
new coping skills that implement various leaning styles, and they can be used in either a group or 
individual format. 
 Although playing games serves a number of purposes in a young person’s life such as 
enhancing learning, trying out new activities and social roles, and facilitating communication and 
expression, games can also serve a wide variety of therapeutic purposes. Games have the ability 
to arouse curiosity and an intellectual and emotional investment from clients in a non-judging 
and de-centered way helping them to face problems in an indirect fashion (Czuchry, Sia, & 
Dansereau, 1999; Czuchry, Sia, Dansereau, & Dees, 1997; Khazall et al., 2008). Games have 
been utilized in all theoretical fields of psychotherapy but there is little research supporting the 
use of these games whether they were adapted for or created for therapeutic use. Recently, 
Moonshine (2008) created the D.B.T. in Life games to help individuals who are learning DBT 
enhance skill development and the implementation of these skills into their lives in order to 
effectively manage stress. To date these games have not been empirically investigated in order to 
determine their efficacy so research is needed to determine if the D.B.T. in Life games are 
effective and useful in learning DBT skills as well as reducing distress levels in people’s lives.  
Coping Skills 
 Humans are faced with difficult and stressful situations daily in their interactions with 
others and with the environment. How each person manages these life situations varies based on 
physical, emotional, cognitive, and environmental components of adaptability called coping 
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skills (DeNeslky & Boat, 1986). Coping skills represent characteristics of a person that directly 
impinge upon and interact with life situations and therefore cannot be evaluated independently of 
what one is facing in any given moment. Coping skills are not always good or bad but are 
evaluated based on the type and context of the demands in the current situation so a skill can be 
valuable in one set of circumstances and problematic in another (Martin, 1991). For example, 
people who develop Posttraumatic Stress Disorder often develop dissociative symptoms which 
are mental processes that cause a disconnection in a person’s thoughts, memory feelings, actions, 
or sense of identity. While in the traumatic condition, these dissociative symptoms may be 
helpful and may act as a defense mechanism that allows the mind to distance itself from the 
experience that is too much for the psyche to process at that time (Haines, 2007). However, once 
this person is out of the traumatic situation these dissociative symptoms may continue and can 
cause decreased psychological functioning and adjustment in a person’s life. Therefore, 
dissociative symptoms in this example were valuable in one context but overall problematic in 
others.   
 Types of Coping 
 Skills that humans perform can be classified into three different groups: perceptual skills, 
motor skills, and intellectual skills (Welford, 1976). Perceptual skills code and interpret sensory 
info and motor skills execute movements to achieve specific goals. Both perceptual and motor 
skills are involved in the process of coping with the environment but most coping takes place by 
utilizing intellectual skills which are effective and efficient translations of information into 
responses and decision making techniques. Wellford (1976) concluded that the most important 
skills fall into the intellectual skills because these are the skills that help us cope with and 
organize the world.  Intellectual coping can be broken down into two main dimensions: problem-
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focused coping and emotion-focused coping (Martin, 1991). Problem-focused coping (also called 
action-based coping) involves dealing with the problem that is causing distress (Martin, 1991). 
An example of problem-focused coping is the process of self-regulation. Self-regulation is 
learning to delay actions, being aware of both thoughts and feelings, and making an organized 
plan of action. Other examples of problem-focused coping include planning, suppression of 
competing activities, confrontation, and restraint.  Emotion-focused coping regulates or controls 
the affect resulting from stress but does not address the source of the distress (Aldwin, 2007).  
Examples of emotion-focused coping are consumption of drugs or alcohol, denial, repression, 
wishful thinking, distraction, relaxation, and humor. Emotion-based coping can be useful to 
reduce stress to a manageable level, enabling problem-focused coping, or when the source of 
stress cannot be addressed directly.  Nearly every study using exclusively emotion-focused 
coping has found increases in the distress levels of participants. One hypothesis is that problem-
focused coping is better at addressing distress because it reduces the sources of the stress 
(Aldwin, 2007). However, there is some evidence that problem-focused coping increases distress 
as well.  In general, problem-focused coping appears to decrease distress in situations appraised 
as controllable while emotion-focused coping is associated with decreases in distress when 
situations appraised as uncontrollable (Aldwin, 2007). The process of learning coping skills is a 
fundamental strategy for dealing with stressors, tasks, and challenges that are encountered in 
daily life so coping skills have both a function and a purpose. However, the question remains, 
how exactly are coping skills acquired? 
Coping Skills Theories 
Learning can be defined as a “process that results in a relatively consistent change in 
behavior or behavior potential and is based on experience” (Zimbardo and Gerrig, 1999, p. 227). 
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This implies that learning a skill requires practice and experience to be applied to situations, and 
that once a skill is learned it is relatively permanent. The process of how humans learn has been 
studied extensively beginning in the early 20th century with behavioral psychologists 
(Tomporowski, 2003).  Behavioral psychologists believe that knowledge and behavior is 
acquired through experiences that result in an association between environmental stimuli and 
responses to those stimuli. Behavioral learning includes classical conditioning, pairing a neutral 
stimulus with a conditioned stimulus to alter behavior, and operant conditioning, using 
consequences to modify and maintain behavior (Colley & Beech, 1989). According to cognitive 
psychologists, learning is a type of modification in the way that incoming sensory and perceptual 
information connect with responses and behavior (Tomporowski, 2003). Cognitive approaches to 
learning coping behavior involve four basic assumptions (Aldwin, 2007). First, how a person 
copes with a problem is based on an appraisal of the situation including the severity of the 
problem and past experiences. Second, people are flexible in their choice of coping strategies and 
are able to modify strategies according to the current demands. Third, cognitive coping involves 
both problem-focused and emotion-focused coping strategies. Finally, the overall task is to 
identify which coping strategies are to be used in specific situations and under which conditions 
do strategies promote or inhibit adaptation.  In general, it can be concluded that behavioral 
psychology focuses on external environmental conditions while cognitive psychology focuses on 
processes that occur within the organism to explain how learning occurs and behaviors are 
modified.  
Although cognitive and behavioral theories began as separate ideas to explain learning 
and development, some theories combine cognitive and behavioral components of learning into a 
unified theory. For example, Fitts (1964) described three stages of the development of skills. The 
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first stage is the cognitive stage in which the learner attempts to use the skill based upon 
background information, observation, and instruction. In this stage the learner is attempting to 
develop a general understanding of what the skill entails, how to perform the skill, and what the 
overall goal is when utilizing the skill. The learner also gets instructions about how to best utilize 
the skill and in what situations it may be appropriate. The second stage is the associative stage 
where the skill is refined through elimination of errors with repeated practice. Within this stage it 
is important to distinguish between stimuli that are important for the skill and those that are not 
in order to be effective. The final stage is the autonomous stage involveing well-established 
performance of coping skills with less effort and thought and greater speed. It is important to 
acknowledge that early in the acquisition of skills, such as in the cognitive stage, only a small 
amount of information can be attended to and processing is slow, effortful, under intentional 
control, and involves awareness (Colley & Beech, 1989). However, in later stages of skill 
acquisition processing becomes automatic, requires less effort and awareness, and is fast.   
Although there are differing theories to explain how skills are learned, within all these 
theories there are a number of interrelated factors that determine whether coping skills are 
acquired including: amount of practice, developmental stage, personal and environmental 
factors, and the presence or absence of stressors (Colley & Beech, 1989; Tomporowski, 2003). 
With this in mind, it appears that coping skill acquisition begins at a very young age, possibly 
even prenatally with thumb sucking behaviors, and continues into adulthood (Aldwin, 2007). 
When babies are upset nearly all of them will suck their thumbs for comfort, and while thumb 
sucking is an instinctual response, it is also soothing. There is evidence that neonates who 
engage in nonnutritional thumb sucking have reduced physiological stress responses to invasive 
procedures and decreased amounts of crying (Aldwin, 2007). In the first few years of life, 
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children develop strategies to regulate emotions using purposeful strategies such as rocking, 
distracting oneself with play activities, social referencing how parent and caregivers are 
responding to interpret the environment, and crying. All of these strategies can provide the basis 
for more successful coping later in life but when children grow up in difficult or stressful 
environments problems in emotion regulation arise and these children may have problems 
regulating internal environments and external problems in adolescence and adulthood (Aldwin, 
2007). In other words, a child’s history of success or failure at learning coping skills in early life 
may affect how well that child handles internal struggles, external problems, and developmental 
tasks in adolescence and adulthood. How developmental tasks are encountered as people 
navigate through life is linked to their continued physical and mental growth and may modify the 
trajectory of their life courses (Tomporowski, 2003). Without skills humans would stagnate and 
eventually lose their place in nature so the psychological wellness and evolution of the human 
species relies on the acquisition of coping skills as well as collecting research in how skills are 
developed and maintained.  
 Coping Skills Research 
 Until recently, most studies of skill performance focused on perceptual motor skills. An 
area of neglect was cognitive and intellectual skills and the mechanisms underlying their 
acquisition (Colley & Beech, 1989). However, research from the past 20 years has found that 
how individuals cope with stress is related to a person’s mental health status; as much as 50% of 
the variance in outcomes of psychological symptoms has found to be related to stress and coping 
variables (Aldwin, 2007). Research is also supporting the significant effects coping skill learning 
and acquisition can have on the quality of people’s lives. Adults with mental illness who 
participate in coping and social skills training generally are found to have less hospitalizations, 
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fewer psychiatric symptoms, increases in social and coping skills, and marked improvements in 
quality of life (Corrigan, 1997). One problem researchers have found with teaching coping skills 
is that although coping skills appear to be learned and maintained over time, they do not seem 
readily generalizeable to other situations or responses marking a fundamental flaw in skills 
training (Aldwin, 2007; Corrigan, 1997). It appears that new and innovative techniques to teach 
coping skills need to be created and diversified to help people learn to generalize what skills they 
have learned in order to decrease problems in other areas of their lives. When a person has 
sufficient coping skills to deal with a set of life situations, no major problems arise but when one 
has deficiencies in coping some difficulties are experienced and these can be severe and 
debilitating.  
 Disorders in Coping  
 Coping style has been postulated to be an important predictor in mental health, quality of 
adjustment, and emotional reaction under negative stressor conditions (Martin, 1991). The skills 
acquired in a lifetime provide flexibility and the capacity needed to adapt to the world but 
psychological disorders develop when people are unable to adapt and be flexible. In fact, 
Twenge (2000) found an increase in mental health problems in recent cohorts suggesting that 
there may be a massive failure in people’s ability to cope with stress and life problems. The 
symptoms of distress that one experiences in psychological illnesses are by-products of a 
mismatch between the demands in an individual’s life and the abilities to cope with these 
situations (DeNelsky & Boat, 1986). People with mental illness may lack coping skills for many 
reasons including: the skills that were learned in childhood or adolescence are not readily 
available, the person’s psychological symptoms impair the person’s ability to correctly perceive 
and act on the environment, and some people are not interested in social contact or skills to 
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maintain contact (Corrigan, 1997). Obviously, people lacking coping skills might fail to manage 
well in daily life and may suffer major negative impact on health and well-being and, in extreme 
cases, may lead to suicide. Although it initially appears dim when someone is lacking coping 
skills to handle life’s stressors, there is hope in that many psychological problems, including 
depression, PTSD, addictions, and anxiety disorders, have seen vast improvements after 
engaging in coping skills acquisition through self-help books or psychotherapy.   
 Therapy with Coping Skills 
  Much of cognitive and behaviorally based psychotherapy involves teaching new and 
more effective coping strategies for dealing with problems in the environment and ways to 
regulate emotions. There are a number of formalized psychotherapies that emphasize the use of 
coping strategies including Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy, Dialectical Behavioral Therapy, 
Exposure Therapy, and Acceptance and Commitment Therapy, just to name a few (Aldwin, C., 
2007). Although these therapies may have different focuses for treatment and may teach different 
types of skills to help clients become more effective in their lives, there are a number of 
similarities in the way coping skills are acquired among the various therapeutic techniques. For 
example, in all these types of therapies, the client is re-educated to evaluate problems differently, 
the nature of stress, and the ability to cope with stress through a wide range of skills 
(Israelashvili, 2002). Also, these interventions usually result in a shift in a person’s global 
attitude toward coping and can lead to acquisition of a more comprehensive awareness of the 
way coping takes place. Various psychotherapy techniques also utilize a number of similar 
strategies to facilitate generalization of skills including: homework, involving family and friends 
in treatment, using various reinforcement techniques including verbal praise and prizes, using 
self-management strategies, and overcoming cognitive barriers by problem solving and imaginal 
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rehearsal (Corrigan, 1997). Although there have been various effective psychological techniques 
and procedures developed to teach and enhance coping skills among clients, none appear to be as 
renowned for focusing on improved cognitive and behavioral coping as Dialectical Behavioral 
Therapy (DBT).  
Dialectical Behavioral Therapy 
 DBT was initially developed by Marsha Linehan in the 1980s to treat chronically 
parasuicidal and suicidal behaviors, especially in women who were diagnosed with Borderline 
Personality Disorder (Linehan, 1993a; Linehan, 1993b).  DBT has been drawn from cognitive-
behavioral and Eastern meditative approaches and emphasizes the dialectical and biosocial 
theory of the etiology and maintenance of Borderline Personality Disorder (Linehan, 1993a; 
Swenson, Sanderson, Dulit, & Linehan, 2001; Prenderhast & McCausland, 2007). According to 
Linehan (1993a) the primary problem in Borderline Personality Disorder is the pervasive 
disorder of emotional regulation. For example, people with this disorder report using self-harm 
behaviors like cutting and burning to help regulate emotions while symptoms of dissociation and 
psychosis are a result of failed emotional regulation. Pervasive emotional dysregulation is 
hypothesized to be developed and maintained by both biological factors and environmental 
factors such as when a biologically vulnerable person is in a pervasively invalidating 
environment as is the case for many people with Borderline Personality Disorder (Dimeff & 
Koerner, 2007). In other words, people with Borderline Personality Disorder are viewed as 
results of dialectical failures and they tend to think in black and white, all or nothing terms 
making treatment challenging. This treatment views rigid and nondialectical thinking processes, 
deficits in adaptive coping skills, and excesses of maladaptive coping skills as targets of 
treatment (Barley et al., 1993) and uses the core strategies of validation (acceptance of client as 
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they are) and problem solving (changes that client needs to make) to reach these targets (Robins 
& Chapman, 2004). Validation in DBT is meant to communicate empathetic understanding of 
the client’s thoughts, emotions, and actions and validation can be used to balance the 
pathologizing of clients and therapists. Suicidal behavior is considered an example of 
maladaptive problem solving and DBT uses well-researched techniques to help clients solve life 
problems in more adaptive ways (Dimeff & Koerner, 2007). Overall, all forms of DBT treatment 
can be characterized as a broad array of cognitive-behavioral therapy strategies that emphasize 
ongoing assessment and data collection of current behaviors and thoughts and a strong 
collaborative working relationship between the client and therapist (Linehan, 1993b).  
 Comprehensive DBT treatment needs to address four main functions: development of 
new skills, addressing motivational obstacles to skill use, generalization of what is learned to 
daily life, and keeping up therapist skill and motivation (Robins & Chapman, 2004). To address 
these four functions, DBT implements four main components including individual therapy once 
per week, coping skills group once per week, telephone coaching with the primary therapist, and 
therapist consultation. Skills training is dedicated to enhancing skill capabilities in areas where 
the client maybe having behavioral deficits and therefore is having problems coping with daily 
life. The coping skills group is operated like a class where the skills are taught by the therapist, 
all clients are expected to complete homework assignments, homework assignments from the 
previous week are discussed, and new assignments are given (Springer & Silk, 1996). Unlike 
Yalom and Leszcz’s (2005) model of group therapy which focuses on the here and now and on 
interpersonal interactions among group members, the DBT skills group focuses on how 
successfully the members have applied coping skills to situations in their lives. These groups are 
intended to bring hope and foster growth in coping and are not intended to bring about insight as 
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other groups propose. DBT uses a psycho-educative framework that has the therapist align with 
the clients in a safe, healthy way in order to encourage positive transference as a motivator for 
change and to help diminish the client’s maladaptive behavioral patterns (Springer & Silk, 1996).  
 Although the treatment was created for use with people suffering from Borderline 
Personality Disorder, DBT has been adapted for many different types of clients in many different 
settings including: adolescents, substance abuse/dependency, eating disorders, dissociative 
disorders, depressive disorders, inpatient, outpatient, day treatment, residential, forensic, case 
management, emergency services, and family services (Evershed et al. 2003; Moonshine, 2008; 
Swenson, Sanderson, Dulit, & Linehan, 2001; Stepp, Epler, Jahng, & Trull, 2008). Research 
supporting the use of DBT in outpatient and inpatient settings with people suffering from 
Borderline Personality Disorder is quite substantial. However, research using DBT is deficient 
with other groups and settings.  
 DBT Research 
 Other than a promising 18 month partial hospitalization program (Batemen & Fonagy, 
1999), DBT is the only other treatment that demonstrates efficacy for reducing suicidal behaviors 
among chronically suicidal clients with Borderline Personality Disorder (Dimeff & Koerner, 
2007).  DBT has been empirically validated as an effective and efficient treatment for women 
with Borderline Personality Disorder (Robins & Chapman, 2004). More specifically, researchers 
have found significant reductions in self-harm behavior and anger expression and improvements 
in treatment retention and social adjustment for women who received a year of DBT treatment 
compared to women in control groups and these results were maintained at a one year follow-up 
(Stepp, Epler, Jahng, & Trull, 2008). Although DBT was created for and validated for use with 
women suffering from Borderline Personality Disorder, it has also been adapted for other 
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populations. DBT has had nine published randomized control trials (RCT’s) conducted across 
five research institutions that support DBT’s efficacy across a number of behavioral problems 
including suicide attempts and self-injurious behavior (Linehan, Armstrong, Suarez, Allman, & 
Heard, 1991; Linehan, Heard, & Armstrong, 1993; Koons et al., 2001; Verheul et al., 2003; van 
den Bosch et al., 2005; Linehan et al., 2006), substance abuse (Linehan et al., 1999; Linehan, et 
al., 2002), bulimia (Safer, Telch, & Agras, 2001), binge eating (Telch, Agras, & Linehan, 2001), 
and depression in elderly adults (Lynch, Morse, Mendelson, & Robins, 2003). Obviously DBT 
has demonstrated its ability to be adapted to many institutions and types of disorders which 
makes this treatment very attractive to many psychotherapists in the field. Many studies have 
also demonstrated the cost effectiveness of DBT compared to treatment as usual in reducing 
hospitalizations, emergency room visits, medical severity of suicide attempts, and utilization of 
crisis/respite beds (Dimeff & Koerner, 2007) causing DBT to come to the attention of many 
administrators and organizations that have concerns with budgeting issues.  
 Although it is clear that DBT as a whole is a useful and promising treatment, it is unclear 
at this time what components or ingredients of the treatment are active in accounting for client 
improvement. Very little is known about the predictors of DBT treatment outcome because the 
outcome studies have been conducted with small samples resulting in low statistical power for 
identifying predictors (Robins & Chapman, 2004). Some possible predictors of outcome in this 
treatment include: characteristics of the client, characteristics of the clinician, the therapeutic 
relationship, individual therapy, group therapy, and coping skill acquisition. Some researchers 
have indicated that group therapy is an effective way to deal with impaired interpersonal 
relationships, disturbances in self-concept, and anxiety (Luboshitzky & Sachs, 1996), all of 
which are contended with in DBT treatment suggesting that group therapy maybe an important 
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component in the treatment. In a study to determine the efficacy of DBT skills, Miller, Wyman, 
Huppert, Glassman, and Rathus (2000) examined whether the perceived helpfulness of specific 
DBT coping skills were related to changes in the behavioral patterns these skills were intended to 
treat. These researchers found that clients experienced a significant reduction in confusion about 
the self, impulsivity, emotional instability, and interpersonal problems by the end of treatment 
suggesting that the skills are valid in what they are attempting to treat. Although it is unclear 
exactly what components of DBT are specifically related to client outcome, it appears that group 
skills training and acquisition of coping skills play a role in client improvement and life 
satisfaction post-treatment.  
 DBT Skills Defined 
 As stated above, coping strategies can be seen as conscious and unconscious attempts by 
an individual to regulate external and internal environments (Aldwin, 2007). The skills in DBT 
include cognitive, emotional and behavioral ways to respond to situations adaptively and 
effectively and are necessary to maximize positive outcomes and minimize negative outcomes. 
The central rationale of the DBT skills training is to replace ineffective, maladaptive, or 
nonskilled behavior with skillful responses (Linehan, 1993b).  Therefore, much time in treatment 
is devoted to the acquisition, strengthening, and generalization of skills. During the acquisition 
phase clinicians are using verbal instructions and modeling of the skills to teach the clients new 
behaviors. Strengthening of the skills includes rehearsal in session, receiving feedback or 
reinforcement from peers and the clinician, and fine tuning the behaviors in order to effectively 
utilize them. The generalization phase of treatment includes completing homework, discussing 
skill use in various situations, and utilizing skills in everyday life. The DBT coping skills are 
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taught in four modules: mindfulness, distress tolerance, emotion regulation, and interpersonal 
effectiveness.   
 Mindfulness is usually the first skill module that is taught to clients as it is the backbone 
of DBT. Mindfulness can be defined as “voluntarily, intentionally paying attention to the current 
moment in a nonjudgemental fashion” (Moonshine, 2008, p. 20). This skill teaches clients to be 
present and maintain awareness about internal experiences such as emotions, thoughts, and 
sensations and about external experiences such as interactions with the environment. Although 
mindfulness emphasizes being in the present moment, there are opportunities for clients to focus 
on the past or future in a mindful and intentional way which may be useful for reflection into the 
past or planning for the future. Moonshine (2008) proposes that mindfulness is about balancing 
emotions, thoughts, behaviors, and relationships especially in the present but also in the past and 
the future. Linehan (1993b) suggests there are three “what” skills and three “how” skills that are 
central to mindfulness. The “what” skills include: observing events, emotions, and behavioral 
responses without termination or prolongation, describing by applying verbal labels to behavior 
and the environment, and participating in current activities in the present moment. The “how” 
skills include: having a nonjudgemental stance, focusing on one thing in the current moment, and 
being effective or being concerned with what is needed in a given situation. Overall, mindfulness 
skills are intended to decrease identity confusion, emptiness, and cognitive dysregulation 
(Dimeff & Koerner, 2007). Linehan (1993b) and Moonshine (2008) describe numerous coping 
skills that one can learn to facilitate coping with daily life which include various mindfulness 
skills such as wise mind (the balance of rational and emotional mind to create wise mind), 
describe (observations are put into concrete, specific terms while being nonjudgemental), 
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moment to pause (stopping a destructive behavior and replacing it with a skill), and turtling 
(using a variety of skills similar to turtles in order to better take care of one’s self). 
 Distress tolerance is the ability to tolerate distress so many of the skills in this section 
demonstrate tools to cope, manage, distract from, and tolerate various types of crises and stress 
(Linehan, 1993b; Moonshine, 2008). Stress is a normal part of daily life that seems to increase 
with age so in adolescence most people begin to develop distress or frustration tolerance skills. 
However, some people, especially those who have suffered significant traumas in their life, never 
gain the skills necessary to tolerate distress in a healthy and meaningful way. This causes more 
stress in their lives as they engage in problematic and destructive behaviors in order to control 
distress levels. Distress tolerance skills in DBT are meant to help clients perceive the 
environment, experience current emotional states, and observe thoughts and actions without 
attempting to change or control them (Linehan, 1993b). Distress tolerance is the ability to accept 
oneself and the current situation while accepting the distress that maybe occurring. Examples of 
distress tolerance DBT skills one may learn include exploring the pros and cons (determining the 
positives and negatives of a situation), half smile (finding something one can briefly smile 
about), self sooth (using all five senses to sooth one’s self), and OBJECTIVES (an acronym to 
effectively deal with difficult experiences). All distress tolerance skills are aimed to reduce 
impulsive behaviors, suicide threats, and self-harm behaviors and to increase self-understanding 
and acceptance of one’s life and circumstance.  
 Emotion regulation involves learning about emotions, decreasing mood fluctuations, and 
effectively handling emotions without engaging in destructive or dangerous behaviors. 
Emotional distress is often the result of a secondary response to a primary emotion. These 
primary emotions are usually adaptive and appropriate so the reduction of the secondary distress 
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requires exposure to these primary emotions in a nonjudgmental way (Linehan, 1993a). For this 
reason, emotion regulation skills require the application of mindfulness skills. Moonshine (2008) 
suggests that two important components to emotional dysregulation are impulse control and 
gratification. These skills are meant to help clients realize that they can feel an impulse or strong 
emotion but do not necessarily have to act on it. These impulses can be regulated by 
implementing skills or can be acted out in less harmful ways. Emotional regulation teaches a 
number of behavioral and cognitive strategies to reduce unwanted emotional responses and 
impulsive dysfunctional behaviors including identifying and describing emotions, attending to 
negative emotions, increasing positive emotions, and changing unwanted negative emotions 
(Dimeff & Koerner, 2007). More specifically, skills that are taught include ABC (an acronym to 
help achieve balance in difficult situations), ride the wave (understanding that no emotion lasts 
forever so the current feeling will eventually shift and change), lemonade out of lemons 
(refocusing weak and problematic behaviors into strengths) and BEHAVIOR (acronym to focus 
on helping behaviors instead of hurting behaviors).  
 Interpersonal effectiveness skills are similar to assertiveness and interpersonal problem 
solving classes in that they demonstrate how to have functional relationships and cope with 
interpersonal conflict. These skills are meant to help clients modify aversive environments and 
obtain goals in interpersonal encounters by applying specific problem-solving, social, and 
assertiveness abilities (Linehan, 1993b). Clients learn to balance their own needs with the needs 
of others by focusing on situations where the client may need to ask for help, say no, or make 
requests.  Moonshine (2008) describes three types of interpersonal effectiveness that are 
integrated into the skills: objective effectiveness, relationship effectiveness, and self-respect 
effectiveness. Objective effectiveness involves getting what one wants in a relationship, being 
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able to ask for help, and getting one’s needs met. Relationship effectiveness entails building 
healthy, responsive, and respectful relationships. Self-respect involves being able to identify 
one’s needs and getting them met. All three types of effectiveness need to be comprehended and 
implemented in order to achieve overall interpersonal effectiveness. Specific DBT skills in this 
category include DEAR WOMAN (an acronym to help accomplish a task or meet an objective), 
ignore (ignoring self-judgments and judgments of others), relationship mindfulness (applying 
mindfulness skills to relationships), and repairs (learning how to repair relationships).  
 Learning DBT Skills 
 Teaching and rehearsing various DBT skills could help clients to develop greater 
capacities to interact assertively, manage emotions, accept and endure distress, inhibit behavior 
that leads to short term relief, be more aware of internal states and the external environments, 
and be less judgmental (Robins and Chapman, 2004). Clients who develop, utilize, and have 
these skills reinforced in the environment could potentially have a variety of positive mental 
health outcomes so it is important to determine the most effective methods to teach these skills. 
DBT skills can be taught in individual therapy sessions, in a group format, or in both. The group 
format is the traditional and most utilized way these skills are taught due to individual skills 
training being inefficient in time and resources. Group skills training has a number of advantages 
over individual skills training including: the therapist is able to observe and work with 
interpersonal problems within the group, clients are able to interact with peers who have similar 
problems, clients are able to receive validation from peers and learn from one another, and 
clients are able to learn how to interact with others (Linehan, 1993b). 
 Although group skill training has some advantages over individual skill training, there are 
some commonalities between these modalities that are important. Learning, whether in a group, 
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classroom, or individually, needs to be relevant, accessible, fun, and interesting. According to 
Moonshine (2008), two major considerations when teaching coping skills are attention span and 
learning styles. Adults and adolescents have limited attention spans so it is important to have a 
variety of techniques available when teaching new coping skills as attention will vary depending 
on the activity and the amount of interest. Some ideas of activities to help sustain the attention of 
clients while teaching coping skills include: lecture, video examples, handouts, role plays, and 
art work. In addition to attention span, learning styles also play a role in how to teach coping 
skills. There are three main ways people learn: auditorily (listening and talking), visually 
(reading and visual representations), and kinesthetically (being active and practicing) 
(Moonshine, 2008). Most people have a preferred learning style so all three preferences will 
likely be present in any one group making it important to implement activities that appeal to all 
three learning styles. There are some activities that can apply to more than one learning style 
such as small-group exercises, PowerPoint presentations, and art projects. Games are another 
great way for clients to learn new coping skills that implement various leaning styles, and they 
can be used in either a group or individual format.  
Games 
 Game play has been described as an approach that incorporates games into the 
therapeutic process. Games can be defined as contests among players and can be effective 
educational tools when they are simplified versions of life which stimulate interest, excitement, 
creative thinking, and a commitment to problem solving (Tumosa & Morely, 2006). Although 
some therapists use the terms interchangeably, there are many differences between play therapy 
and game therapy. Play is seen as a spontaneous activity that has no particular purpose and is 
motivated by a desire for fun (Schafer & Reid, 1986). According to this definition, play is a 
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naturally occurring, pleasurable experience that has an unstructured and unrestricted quality and 
often involves a distortion of reality. Games on the other hand refer to formal, organized games 
that have a fixed set of rules that inform players about expected roles to be played, expectations 
and limits of behavior, and how the game functions (Schafer & Reid, 1986). Obviously, games 
are much more structured and formal than play. According to Schafer and Reid (1986) there are 
six defining characteristics of game play as it is used therapeutically: 1) games are enjoyable 
activities; 2) games have an as if quality that separates them from real life and allows for fantasy 
experiences; 3) rules exist or are created that define or restrict behaviors of players and organize 
the game; 4) competition is implied or explicit in games; 5) games challenge players in forms of 
self-control, emotional control, intellect, frustration tolerance, reality testing, and social skills; 
and finally 6) game play and game outcome involve interactions between two or more players 
making games an inherently social activity.  
 Games can be divided into three subtypes according to what determines the winner 
(Schaefer & Reid, 1986; Swank, 2008). Games of physical skill involve outcomes determined by 
fine and gross motor skills. These games tend to be simple with easily explainable rules and can 
help clients develop self-control strategies while burning energy. However, many games of 
physical skill are difficult to perform in an office setting and can encourage acting out instead of 
verbalization of one’s emotions (Schafer & Reid, 1986). Examples of games that use physical 
skill are tag, darts, and Operation. The second category are games of strategy in which the 
outcome is determined by cognitive skills. These games involve strategy, teaching socialization, 
and promoting problem solving skills by creating awareness of choices, evaluating possible 
consequences, and taking responsibility for consequences resulting from one’s actions (Swank, 
2008). These games can be played in a formal office setting and lend themselves well for formal 
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observations of intellectual strengths and weaknesses. Checkers, chess, and tick-tac-toe are 
examples of games that require strategy. The final category are games of chance in which the 
outcomes are uncontrolled by the players. These games tend to be very simple and can provide a 
great introduction into the use of games in therapy. Examples of games of chance include some 
card games, bingo, and Candyland. It is often found that more than one type of game is 
implemented at a time; for example, baseball implements all three types of games. Although 
games of strategy are almost certainly the most widely used games in psychotherapy, all three 
types of games are utilized to help clients challenge and modify maladaptive thoughts, behaviors, 
and feelings as well as develop new skills.  
 There are a number of crucial elements in games that can impact their use in 
psychotherapy including: rules, cheating, client’s abilities, and the therapist’s role (Burton, 1985; 
Swank, 2008). Rules are a part of every game so the therapist must determine whether to play by 
the specified rules, whether to allow the clients to create their own rules, or whether clients are 
allowed to alter the rules during the game. Rule breaking and cheating are seen as the client 
expressing forms of coping and personality but should not be treated as a problem as the focus 
should be on playing therapeutically not “correctly.” As for the therapist, he or she should be a 
player in the game so that he or she is not viewed in a leadership role, and he or she should 
remain focused on providing a therapeutic environment during game play. It is also very 
important to consider the client’s abilities and the focus of treatment when selecting and playing 
therapeutic games. Considerable attention has been paid to the nature and selection of games so 
Nickerson and O’Laughlin (1980) suggested some criteria for the selection of appropriate games 
for therapy purposes. First, the games must be easy to learn or familiar to the client. Second, the 
games should be appropriate for the person or group in terms of age and developmental level. 
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Finally, the games should have clear, inherent properties that are related to the specific 
therapeutic outcomes desired. Accordingly, with these guidelines therapists can incorporate 
traditional games and games created for therapy into all types of modalities of treatment 
including individual, family, and group therapy sessions in order to obtain various objectives and 
treatment outcomes (Swank, 2008). 
 Game Objectives and Usefulness 
 Although playing games serves a number of purposes in a young person’s life such as 
enhancing learning, trying out new activities and social roles, and facilitating communication and 
expression, games can also serve a wide variety of therapeutic purposes. Games have the ability 
to arouse curiosity and an intellectual and emotional investment from clients in a non-judging 
and de-centered way helping them to face problems in an indirect fashion (Czuchry, Sia, & 
Dansereau, 1999; Czuchry, Sia, Dansereau, & Dees, 1997; Khazall et al., 2008). In other words, 
games are generally engaging and can deliver information in an indirect, peripheral fashion. 
Games can enhance the therapy process by reducing the resistance that may be present in the 
beginning stages of treatment as well as enhance the development of a strong therapeutic 
relationship (Swank, 2008). Games serve a socialization function providing opportunities for 
social learning in a variety of ways including: communication with others, respect of and 
obedience of rules, self-discipline, independence problems, cooperation, issues of power and 
authority, competition, and controlled expression of aggression (Schaefer & Reid, 1986; Swank, 
2008). Games also create a natural environment that allows clients to relax so that they express 
feelings openly with fewer attempts to hide or conceal undesirable feelings and behaviors 
(Swank, 2008). When clients are more relaxed and able to better express themselves, they 
increase their capacity to develop insight and become more aware of their thinking patterns in 
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order to generalize what they are learning in the game to real life situations. Various cognitive 
skills such as concentration, memory, anticipating the consequences of one’s behavior, 
reflectivity, and creative problem solving can be developed through game play (Bellinson, 2002; 
Schaefer & Reid, 1986). It is important to understand that games are seen as an adjunctive to 
treatment rather than constituting treatment itself so it is important to use games that will 
enhance the therapeutic treatment goals set out by the therapist and client (Bellinson, 2002).  
 History of Games  
 Although the use of games in therapy is relatively new, play therapy has been utilized and 
extensively studied in psychotherapy for over 100 years and has evolved into a number of 
treatment methodologies from various schools of thought (Bratton, Rhine, & Jones, 2005). 
Erickson (1964) asserted that play represents efforts of a child to synthesize and integrate egos 
with the demands of society which suggests play is a natural and self-healing measure.  Play 
appears to proceed along a developmental line and can be classified into stages of development. 
According to Piaget (1962), there are three stages of play in cognitive development. First, the 
sensory-motor stage (ages 2 months to 2 years) is where sensory-motor actions and their 
repetition are primary in play. Second, fantasy play (ages 2-7) involves using advanced 
intellectual functioning to play roles and pretend. Finally, rule games (ages 7-11) begin when 
reasoning skills become logical and objective. Play is believed to contribute an important role in 
many early developmental tasks such as separation-individuation, exploration of the 
environment, mastery of anxiety, and achievement of object permanence (Bellinson, 2002). 
Obviously there are many theories regarding play but as stated above, play and games do not 
serve the same functions, especially as they are used in psychotherapy.    
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 The use of games is not a new idea as educators have long theorized that games may 
provide engaging and motivating formats for promoting learning (Czuchry, Sia, & Dansereau, 
1999). Schaefer and Reid (1986) reported that games designed specifically for therapeutic 
purposes originated in the 1970s when games came to be valued as tools that encouraged 
communication during therapy sessions. Since then there have been many games created for 
therapeutic purposes such as the Talking, Feeling, Doing Game, Interactional Analysis Game, 
and The Ungame, all of which help to structure game play so that the game elicits information 
about the client outside of the therapy room. However, there continues to be a drought of 
information regarding the use of board games in the therapeutic and research literature. 
 Research of Therapeutic Games 
 Similar to the literature on the history of games and play, research supporting the use of 
games and play are very disproportional. Bratton and Ray (2000) reviewed the literature and 
found over 100 case studies and 82 experimental studies documenting the effectiveness of play 
therapy with a wide variety of presenting problems including schizophrenia, enuresis/encopresis, 
anxiety disorders, trichotillomania, selective mutism, sexual abuse, trauma, neglect, 
learning/academic problems, and adjustment disorders. Bratton, Rhine, and Jones (2005) 
completed a comprehensive review of play outcome studies and found that the average child who 
completed play therapy was functioning 0.80 standard deviations better then children not treated 
suggesting play therapy is an effective treatment modality. These same researchers have 
suggested that play therapy is effective across modalities, settings, ages, genders, clinical and 
nonclinical populations, and theoretical schools of thought indicating play therapy can be 
adaptable and flexible to the needs of the clinician and person in treatment.  Obviously, play 
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therapy has received much attention from the scientific community and has gained support as an 
effective treatment but therapeutic games have not received as much support.  
 Although nearly every known game or game-like experience has been utilized as a 
therapeutic medium and games are widely accepted as having therapeutic effects, little research 
has been conducted to examine their effectiveness in treatment and prevention settings. Loomis 
(1957) wrote one of the first papers about the use of checkers, one of the only papers to praise 
the use of board games, in which he suggested games as a way to discover the presence and 
meanings of resistance and character problems. Other than Loomis, most articles that mention 
structured games tend to view them as having little to no therapeutic value due to the 
concentration that is paid to the content of the games themselves (Bellinson, 2002). If one looks 
strictly at the moves prescribed in the game, there does seem to be limited observable therapeutic 
worth. However, if one looks at how the person goes about playing the game, what rules are 
followed or broken, as well as other behavioral components there may be many therapeutic uses 
to games, especially those created just for that purpose. Capell (1968) points to four aspects of 
games that make them useful as therapeutic tools: the frequency of gross perceptual and 
judgmental distortions that occur, an over-emphasis on outcome, the profound affective 
component of playing games, and the intensity of fantasy and motor activity of the players. 
Bellinson (2002) suggests that games can be used to observe pathology, character style, self-
esteem, expressions of aggression, and problem-solving skills which can all be extremely useful 
in the psychological treatment of an individual. Games also tend to encourage social interactions 
while making learning more effective and enjoyable, and games offer powerful means of altering 
attitudes and behavioral intentions (Burton, 1985; Czurchy, Sia, & Dansereau, 1999). Khazaal et 
al. (2008) created a game to educate adults about smoking while also attempting to change the 
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attitudes of smokers. A total of 51 patients with diagnoses such as depression, bipolar disorder, 
schizophrenia, and personality disorders were tested with this game. The results showed that 
participants’ intention to quit smoking cigarettes increased significantly after playing the game 
but the patients attitudes regarding smoking prohibition in the hospital did not improve. Another 
study showed that both didactic and gaming methods were effective teaching tools, and that 
games often help to reinforce knowledge (Blakely, Skirton, Coopert, Allum, & Nelmes, 2009). 
These are the few studies that actually attempt to utilize games in a research setting in order to 
find validation for the use of games in therapy. Matorin and McNamara (1996) report that the 
majority of evidence regarding the benefits of therapeutic games with clients comes from 
clinicians discussing their experiences with their clients and little scientific evidence can be 
found. More research is needed to examine the processes and outcomes of using games within 
psychotherapy.  
DBT Games  
 Games have been utilized in all theoretical fields of psychotherapy. Some of these games 
are used in a traditional or classic fashion (Monopoly, Checkers), while some games are 
modified for therapy (card games) and others are created specifically for therapeutic purposes. 
(The Talking, Feeling, Doing Game). However, there is still the problem of little research 
supporting the use of these games whether they were adapted or created for therapeutic use. 
Recently, Moonshine (2008) created games to help individuals who are learning DBT enhance 
skill development and increase the implementation of these skills into their lives in order to 
effectively manage stress. These games could also be extremely useful for clinicians planning to 
utilize DBT in clinical practice as DBT clinicians need to be familiar with and actually use many 
of the skills themselves. In other words, these games can be helpful for clinicians in that they 
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will increase their knowledge and use of the various skills involved in DBT so that they are 
better able to teach clients how to appropriately utilize all aspects of DBT treatment. 
Moonshine’s products are called Developing Balanced Travels in Life or D.B.T. in Life and 
include four different games that are based on DBT skills: playing cards, dice, bingo, and a board 
game.  
 The D.B.T. in Life playing cards appear very similar to a normal set of playing cards but 
instead of the four suites these cards have the four DBT modules (distress tolerance, 
mindfulness, emotional regulation, and interpersonal effectiveness) and each individual card has 
a specific skill that relates to the overall DBT module. Although Moonshine suggests specific 
games that can be played with these cards, they also can be used to play any type of classic card 
game. The intention is for players to think of examples of how they have used or will use the 
skills on each card and to share these examples with others if they are playing a multiplayer 
game.   
 The D.B.T. in Life dice game utilizes six dice with six different skills on the sides instead 
of numbers. Each player gets three rolls of the dice to get as many of one skill as possible. 
Players then record their scores based on the number of dice that show the chosen skill and then 
share an example of how that skill has been used. The winner is the person who has the highest 
score at the end of the game but, as with the other D.B.T. in Life games, the overall objective is 
to learn and practice the skills.  
 The D.B.T. in Life bingo game is very similar to regular bingo except that instead of the 
letters BINGO across the top there are four columns representing each of the DBT modules and 
specific skills are under each module. Players can utilize the D.B.T. in Life playing cards to call 
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various DBT skills that are then reviewed and marked on the score card. Like regular bingo, the 
first player to get a solid line on the card in any direction wins the game.   
 The D.B.T. in Life board game is similar to the popular game Monopoly but instead of 
various real estate properties, the spaces around the board are comprised of 33 DBT skills that 
fall into the four modules of DBT described earlier. Instead of money players receive practice 
vouchers which can be traded for the various DBT skills on the board. There is also a community 
card deck containing 23 additional skills and players receive these cards when they land on the 
skills they already own. Each time a player obtains a skill, he or she must share how this skill has 
been utilized in his or her life. The winner of the game is the player who has the most DBT skills 
at the end. This game is intended for players 12 years of age or older and can be played by up to 
6 individual players or in teams of 2-4 players.   
 Although the D.B.T. in Life games were created to enhance skill acquisition and to help 
people implement DBT skills in their lives to reduce levels of stress, these games have not been 
empirically investigated in order to determine their efficacy and usefulness. As stated previously, 
research on the use of other therapeutic games is also sparse limiting the available knowledge 
researchers have about the usefulness of any types of games in therapy.  Research is needed to 
determine if the D.B.T. in Life games are effective and useful in learning DBT skills as well as 
reducing distress levels in people’s lives 
The Present Research 
 The purpose of the present study was to further explore coping skill acquisition using 
DBT with practitioners in training including the implementation of innovative D.B.T. in Life 
games. Although most research studies have focused on the coping skill acquisition of clients, it 
is also important to determine how the clinicians, who will be facilitating skills groups and 
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individual sessions with clients, learn and actually utilize these skills in their own lives. 
Therefore, it was predicted that clinicians in training who are taught DBT skills in a classes and 
conferences will utilize a greater number of coping skills by the conclusion of the course and at 
follow-up. Also, because clinicians are encouraged to practice DBT skills in their everyday lives, 
it was predicted that their overall distress levels would decrease by the end of the course and 
would remain low at follow-up.  
 The clinicians in training would be learning the DBT skills as well as utilizing the DBT 
games. Therefore, it was hypothesized that the DBT games would enhance the DBT coping skill 
acquisition of the clinicians. It was also predicted that the clinicians would deem the DBT course 
and the DBT games as useful and effective in learning DBT skills.  
Method 
Participants and Settings 
 There were three different samples of participants: one sample was clinicians in training 
who attended a course in Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) that included 45 hours of training 
and graded assignments or a course on addictions treatment that had 12 hours dedicated to DBT 
plus a graded case conceptualization, the second sample was practitioners who attended a two-
day day Dialectical Behavior Therapy training conference presented by Dr. Cathy Moonshine 
that consisted of 12 hours of continuing education, and the final sample was clients who attended 
a DBT skills group that was an 1.5 hours per week for 8 weeks.  
There were approximately 30 clinicians in training who were asked to complete this 
study. Graduate level (M.S. or Psy.D) clinicians who were enrolled at private universities located 
in the Pacific Northwest were recruited from both the Dialectical Behavior Therapy and the 
Chemical Dependency courses taught by Dr. Cathy Moonshine, Ph.D, MAC, CADC III. There 
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were a total of 11 student clinicians of 16 attendees (69%) recruited from a DBT course at a local 
university of which 4 (36.4%) were male and 7 (63.6%) were female. Their ages ranged from 24 
to 30 with a mean of 25.8 and standard deviation of 1.99. The majority of the participants 
reported being of Caucasian ethnicity (90.9%) with one participant being of Pacific Islander 
ethnicity. The education levels of the student clinicians were either a Bachelors degree (45.5%) 
or a Masters degree (54.5%). Previous experience with DBT ranged from no previous experience 
(54.5%) to some participants having a previous class that involved aspects of DBT (45.5%). 
There were a total of 11 student clinicians of 14 attendees (79%) recruited from a chemical 
dependency course at a local university of which 3 (27.3%) were male and 8 (72.7%) were 
female. Their ages ranged from 23 to 45 with a mean of 32.91 and standard deviation of 7.46.  
All of the participants reported being of Caucasian ethnicity. The education levels of the student 
clinicians were either a Bachelors degree (90.9%) or a Masters degree (9.1%). Participants 
reported having various levels of previous experience with DBT including having no previous 
experience (45.5%), some experience with a class that involved aspects of DBT (27.3%), and a 
DBT skills group (27.3%). 
 There were approximately 56 practitioners who attended a two-day day Dialectical 
Behavior Therapy training conference presented by Dr. Cathy Moonshine that were asked to 
complete this study. The conference was attended by therapists, counselors, and social workers. 
There were a total of 40 participants of 56 attendees (71%) recruited from the two-day 
Dialectical Behavior Therapy training conference of which 12 (30%) were male and 28 (70%) 
were female. The participants’ ages ranged from 23 to 72 with a mean age of 46.15 and standard 
deviation of 13.93. Education levels varied including 2 high school graduates (5%), 1 associates 
degree (2.5%), 8 Bachelor’s degrees (20%), 25 Master’s degrees (62.5%), and 4 Doctorate 
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degrees (10%). 95% of participants reported Caucasian ethnicity with the other 2% reporting 
Native American ethnicity. Twenty-six (65%) participants reported having no previous 
experience with DBT. Nine (22.5%) participants reported having taken previous courses on DBT 
or having been in a DBT skills group. Five (12.5%) participants reported having attended a 
previous DBT conference or workshop.  
Measures   
 Coping Inventory for Stressful Situations (CISS) 
  The Coping Inventory for Stressful Situations (CISS) is a 48 item self report measure 
that assesses task-oriented, emotion-oriented, and avoidance-oriented coping (Endler & Parker, 
1990).  These three main subscales consist of 16 items each and are scored on a five point Likert 
scale ranging from one (not at all) to five (very much) (See Appendix A). The CISS takes a 
multidimensional approach to the assessment of coping that affords greater precision in 
predicting preferred coping styles and is one of the most widely used instruments to measure 
coping. The instructions for the measure ask participants to circle a number from 1 (not at all) to 
5 (very much) for each item indicating how often the they engage in these types of activities 
when they encounter difficult, stressful, or upsetting situations. Example items on the scale 
follows: “Blame myself for procrastinating” and “Freeze, and not know what to do.”  Endler and 
Parker (1990, 1994) provided internal consistency and test-retest reliability figures for the CISS. 
For females, internal consistency reliability estimates were .90, .87, and .85 on task, emotion, 
and avoidance subscales, respectively. For males, the reliability was .90, .88, and .83 for task, 
emotion, and avoidance subscales, respectively. Test-retest correlations ranged from .51 to .73 
for men and from .59 to .72 for women. 
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DBT Skills Questionnaire and Satisfaction Survey   
 Participants in the study were asked to complete a DBT skills questionnaire created for 
this study. This measure is a 63-item self-report measure that uses a 7-point Likert scale for 
participants to report how much knowledge they have and what their abilities are in various DBT 
skills and in DBT philosophy (See Appendix B). There are questions about overall DBT 
philosophy, the four skill modules, and about specific skills. Participants also completed a 
satisfaction survey after playing the D.B.T. in Life games in order to determine if the class as 
well as the games were useful in learning DBT skills (See appendix C).  The satisfaction survey 
is a 26-item self report measure asking participants to rate on a 7-point Likert scale how satisfied 
they were with various aspects of the course and various aspects of the D.B.T. in Life games. 
Participants were also asked for their demographic information such as their age, gender, and 
racial/ethnic background.   
Research Design and Procedure 
 The student clinicians in training were recruited from both a Dialectical Behavior 
Therapy and a Chemical Dependency course. The DBT class was 14 weeks in length with two 
weeks focused on the history and philosophy of DBT, two weeks focused on the settings, 
formats, and types of clients DBT is used with, four weeks focused on the specific DBT modules 
and skills, and one week learning and practicing the D.B.T. in Life games. Although the 
Chemical Dependency class did not exclusively focus on DBT, there was a large 3 week portion 
of the class that was dedicated to learning DBT and the DBT skill modules much like the DBT 
course. During the first class, clinicians who elected to volunteer for the study were asked to read 
and sign an informed consent and completed the CISS, the DBT skills measure, and the 
demographic information. Then the instructor in both of these classes taught the clinicians 
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various aspect of DBT. The clinicians learned the history of DBT including what DBT 
specifically is, how it was created, how it is used with various types of clients, and the different 
settings and formats DBT is used in. Clinicians in these courses also learned about the four skill 
modules as well as specific skills that make up these modules. The skills that were learned 
consist of the classic skills created by Linehan (1993b) and innovative skills created by 
Moonshine (2008). Clinicians were also asked to practice at least three skills per week for two 
weeks and record their progress on diary cards, which is much like the homework clients 
complete in a DBT skills group. After the clinicians learned the DBT skills they were again 
asked to complete the CISS and the DBT skills measure in order to determine if there coping 
skills improved and what they learned about DBT in the course so far.  
The clinicians in the classes were then taught the D.B.T. in Life games and were asked to 
play them in order to practice the skills and the use of the games. These games utilize the various 
DBT skills that are taught in the course to help clinicians practice and gain a greater 
understanding of how these skills can be used by themselves and their peers. In other words, the 
games re-emphasize what was taught in the course as well as enhance practice and learning by 
having the student clinicians give examples of how they have utilized the skills while playing a 
competitive and fun game. On the last day of the course the clinicians were asked to complete 
the CISS, the satisfaction survey, and the DBT skills measure to determine what coping skills 
improved over the course of the class as well as if the games made any differences in what was 
learned. 
 The attendees of a two-day Dialectical Behavior Therapy training conference presented 
by Dr. Cathy Moonshine were asked to complete this study. There were approximately 60 
practitioners at the conference including therapists, counselors, and social workers who were all 
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18 years of age and older with varying levels training, various educational backgrounds, and 
numerous ethnic and racial identities. The training focused on the history and philosophy of 
DBT, the settings, formats, and types of clients DBT is used with, the specific DBT modules and 
skills, and learning and practicing the D.B.T. in Life games. The attendees of the conference 
were asked to participate at the beginning of the training. If they agreed to participate they were 
given an informed consent to read and sign and completed the general knowledge of DBT 
questionnaire. After completion of the two day training, the participants were again asked to 
complete the general knowledge of DBT questionnaire as well as the Dialectical Behavior 
Therapy Satisfaction Survey.  
Results 
DBT Course 
In order to determine if the student clinicians in the DBT course increased their 
knowledge and skill with various DBT skills, a repeated measures ANOVA was conducted with 
the factor being one pretest and two posttests and the dependent variable being scores on the 
DBT skills questionnaire. Due to a lack of participation in the follow-up measures, there is no 
data for the fourth and final administration of the DBT skills questionnaire which would have 
served as a follow-up measure. The means and standard deviations for the scores on the DBT 
skills questionnaire are presented in Table 1. The results of the ANOVA indicate a significant 
effect for time, Wilks’s Λ = .21, F(3, 10) = 9.04, p<.05 multivariate η² = .80. In addition, the 
pairwise comparisons indicated that the student clinicians’ knowledge of DBT increased 
significantly from measurement one to measurement two (95% confidence interval for difference 
equals: 41.20 to 133.40) and from measurement one to measurement three (95% confidence 
interval for difference equals: 32.68 to 160.52) suggesting that the course and the games were 
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effective ways of learning DBT skills, overall. The scores on the DBT Skills measure could 
range from 63 indicating a “poor” level of DBT knowledge to 441 indicating an “excellent” level 
of DBT knowledge. So a score of 250 would be an “adequate” level of DBT knowledge. In this 
case, the scores in the DBT course began at a “fair” level but after being completing the course 
and playing the games the scores increased to a “good” level of knowledge.     
Table 1 
Means and Standard Deviations for DBT course DBT Skills Questionnaire 
DBT Skills Questionnaire  M   SD  
Time 1     210.00   71.78 
Time 2     297.30   41.94 
Time 3     306.60   112.91    
 
In addition, repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted for the three sub-coping scales 
on the CISS for the participants in the DBT course. The CISS was scheduled to be administered 
a total of four times but due to a lack of participation in the follow-up measure, there is no data 
for the fourth and final administration of the CISS questionnaire. The factor on the first repeated 
measures ANOVA on the CISS was the three times of data collection and the dependent variable 
was scores on the CISS Task Coping subscale. The means and standard deviations for the scores 
on the CISS Task Coping subscale are presented in Table 2. The results of the ANOVA were 
nonsignificant for time, Wilks’s Λ = .77, F(2,10) = 1.17, p=.36, multivariate η² = .23. In 
addition, the pairwise comparisons were all nonsignificant suggesting there were no differences 
in the student clinicians’ abilities to cope with task-like items from the beginning of the course to 
the end of the course. Scores on the CISS subscales can range from a low score of 18 to a high 
score of 80 so a score from 45 to 55 is average. The scores for the DBT course in CISS Task 
Coping started out above average and then decreased to the average range. Although one cannot 
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be certain as to why this is so, it is possible that the clinicians in this course began to utilize other 
forms of coping so that their task coping scores decreased over time.   
Table 2 
Means and Standard Deviations for DBT course CISS Task Coping 
CISS Task Coping   M   SD  
Time 1     61.40   7.79 
Time 2     63.30   6.20 
Time 3     57.90   21.17     
 
The factor on the second repeated measures ANOVA on the CISS was the three times of 
data collection and the dependent variable was scores on the CISS Emotion Coping subscale. 
The means and standard deviations for the scores on the CISS Emotion Coping subscale are 
presented in Table 3. The results of the ANOVA were nonsignificant for time, Wilks’s Λ = .80, 
F(2,10) = .98, p=.42, multivariate η² = .20. In addition, the pairwise comparisons were all 
nonsignificant suggesting there were no differences in the student clinicians ability to cope 
emotionally from the beginning of the course to the end of the course. 
Table 3 
Means and Standard Deviations for DBT course CISS Emotion Coping 
CISS Emotion Coping  M   SD  
Time 1     38.40   8.26 
Time 2     36.30   5.08 
Time 3     41.60   28.85    
 
The factor on the final repeated measures ANOVA on the CISS was the three times of 
data collection and the dependent variable was scores on the CISS Avoidance Coping subscale. 
The means and standard deviations for the scores on the CISS Avoidance Coping subscale are 
presented in Table 4. The results of the ANOVA indicate a significant effect for time, Wilks’s Λ 
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= .38, F(2,10) = 6.55, p<.05, multivariate η² = .62. Pairwise comparisons indicated a significant 
change in the clinicians’ abilities to cope by avoidance during the first and second 
administrations but no significant changes were found in the third administration of the CISS 
(95% confidence interval for difference equals: 2.19 to 8.81). It is interesting, however, that the 
scores dropped from the second to third administrations suggesting that the student clinicians 
engaged in less avoidance coping later in the course than in the middle.  
Table 4 
Means and Standard Deviations for DBT course CISS Avoidance Coping 
CISS Avoidance Coping  M   SD  
Time 1     43.40   9.19 
Time 2     48.90   10.29 
Time 3     42.30   19.61    
 
In order to determine if the clinicians deemed the DBT course and the D.B.T. in Life 
games as useful and effective tools in learning DBT skills, a frequency analysis was conducted 
on the information from the satisfaction survey. The satisfaction survey is a 26-item self report 
measure asking participants to rate on a 7-point Likert scale, with 1 being not at all and 7 being 
very much,  how satisfied they were with various aspects of the course and various aspects of the 
D.B.T. in Life games. On average, clinicians reported that the course was an effective way to 
learn about DBT and the DBT skills (M=5.70, SD=0.82). Overall, the clinicians were very 
satisfied with the course (M=5.6, SD=0.7).  In respect to the D.B.T. in Life games, clinicians 
found the games interesting (M=5.1, SD=1.0) and enjoyed playing the games (M=5.30, 
SD=1.16). The clinicians also suggested that the games were an effective way of learning DBT 
skills (M=5.1, SD=1.1) and an effective way of practicing DBT skills (M=5.6, SD=0.97).  
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 When asked specifically about the D.B.T. in Life dice game and the D.B.T. in Life card 
game, clinicians reported that they enjoyed playing each of the games and that they learned the 
DBT skills by playing each of the games. Although the clinicians appeared to enjoy playing and 
be slightly more satisfied with the D.B.T. in Life dice game, the clinicians overall reported being 
satisfied with both the D.B.T. in Life dice game and the D.B.T. in Life card game. The means 
and standard deviations for the scores on the satisfaction survey for the games are presented in 
table 5.  
Table 5 
Means and Standard Deviations for DBT course DBT Satisfaction Survey Game Items 
DBT Satisfaction Survey Game Items   M   SD  
Overall satisfaction with all D.B.T. in Life games  5.10   0.99 
Enjoyed playing D.B.T. in Life dice game   5.10   1.29 
Amount learned playing D.B.T. in Life dice game  5.10   0.88 
Overall satisfaction with D.B.T. in Life dice game  5.10   0.88 
Enjoyed playing D.B.T. in Life card game   3.40   3.03 
Amount learned playing D.B.T. in Life card game  3.30   2.95 
Overall satisfaction with D.B.T. in Life dice game  3.30   2.95   
 
Chemical Dependency Course 
In order to determine if the student clinicians from the chemical dependency course 
increased their knowledge and skill with various DBT skills, a repeated measures ANOVA was 
conducted with the factor being pre- and post-intervention and the dependent variable being 
scores on the DBT skills questionnaire. The means and standard deviations for the scores on the 
DBT skills questionnaire are presented in Table 6. The results of the ANOVA indicate a 
significant effect for time, Wilks’s Λ = .24, F(1,10) = 31.87, p<.01, multivariate η² = .76, with 
95% confidence interval for difference being 68.01 to 156.72. 
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Table 6 
Means and Standard Deviations for Chemical Dependency Course DBT Skills Questionnaire 
DBT Skills Questionnaire  M   SD  
Time 1     215.09   57.07 
Time 2     327.45   50.28    
 
 In order to determine if the clinicians deemed the chemical dependency course and the 
D.B.T. in Life games as useful and effective tools in learning DBT skills, a frequency analysis 
was conducted on the information from the satisfaction survey. On average, clinicians reported 
that the course was an effective way to learn about DBT and the DBT skills (M=5.46, SD=1.21). 
Overall, the clinicians were very satisfied with the course (M=5.91, SD=1.22).  In respect to the 
D.B.T. in Life games, clinicians found the games interesting (M=5.73, SD=1.49) and enjoyed 
playing the games (M=5.73, SD=1.49). The clinicians also suggested that the games were an 
effective way of learning the DBT skills (M=5.45, SD=1.51) and an effective way of practicing 
the DBT skills (M=5.09, SD=1.64).  
 When asked specifically about the D.B.T. in Life dice game and the D.B.T. in Life card 
game, clinicians reported that they enjoyed playing each of the games and that they learned the 
DBT skills by playing each of the games. Overall, the clinicians reported being satisfied with 
both the D.B.T. in Life dice game and the D.B.T. in Life card game. The means and standard 
deviations for the scores on the satisfaction survey for the games are presented in table 7.  
Table 7 
Means and Standard Deviations for Chemical Dependency Course DBT Satisfaction Survey 
Game Items 
DBT Satisfaction Survey Game Items   M   SD  
Overall satisfaction with all D.B.T. in Life games  5.36   1.50 
Enjoyed playing D.B.T. in Life dice game   4.36   1.69 
Amount learned playing D.B.T. in Life dice game  4.36   1.21 
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Overall satisfaction with D.B.T. in Life dice game  4.34   1.03 
Enjoyed playing D.B.T. in Life card game   5.18   1.47 
Amount learned playing D.B.T. in Life card game  5.00   1.41 
Overall satisfaction with D.B.T. in Life dice game  5.09   1.45   
 
DBT Training Conference 
In order to determine if the practitioners in the two-day Dialectical Behavior Therapy 
training conference increased their knowledge and skill with various DBT skills, a repeated 
measures ANOVA was conducted with the factor being pre- and post-intervention and the 
dependent variable being scores on the DBT skills questionnaire. The means and standard 
deviations for the scores on the DBT skills questionnaire are presented in Table 8. The results of 
the ANOVA indicate a significant effect for time, Wilks’s Λ = .23, F(1,39) = 130.33, p<.01, 
multivariate η² = .77, with 95% confidence interval for difference being 89.28 to 127.72.  
Table 8 
Means and Standard Deviations for 2-day DBT Training Conference DBT Skills Questionnaire 
DBT Skills Questionnaire  M   SD  
Time 1     220.50   74.39 
Time 2     329.00   57.31  
 
In order to determine if the clinicians deemed the two-day Dialectical Behavior Therapy 
training conference and the DBT games as use and effective tools in learning DBT skills, a 
frequency analysis was conducted on the information from the satisfaction survey. On average, 
clinicians reported that the course was an effective way to learn about DBT and the DBT skills 
(M=5.93, SD=1.31). Overall, the clinicians were very satisfied with the course (M=5.98, 
SD=1.17).  In respect to the D.B.T. in Life games, clinicians found the games interesting 
(M=5.68, SD=1.19) and enjoyed playing the games (M=5.63, SD=1.33). The clinicians also 
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suggested that the games were an effective way of learning the DBT skills (M=5.73, SD=1.20) 
and an effective way of practicing the DBT skills (M=5.83, SD=1.08).  
 When asked specifically about the D.B.T. in Life dice game and the D.B.T. in Life card 
game, clinicians reported that they enjoyed playing each of the games and that they learned the 
DBT skills by playing each of the games. Overall, the clinicians reported being satisfied both the 
D.B.T. in Life dice game and the D.B.T. in Life card game. The means and deviations for the 
scores on the satisfaction survey for the games are presented in table 9.  
Table 9 
Means and Standard Deviations for 2-day DBT Training Conference DBT Satisfaction Survey 
Game Items 
DBT Satisfaction Survey Game Items   M   SD  
Overall satisfaction with all D.B.T. in Life games  5.70   1.30 
Enjoyed playing D.B.T. in Life dice game   5.73   1.15 
Amount learned playing D.B.T. in Life dice game  5.48   1.38 
Overall satisfaction with D.B.T. in Life dice game  5.55   1.40 
Enjoyed playing D.B.T. in Life card game   5.53   1.32 
Amount learned playing D.B.T. in Life card game  5.45   1.26 
Overall satisfaction with D.B.T. in Life dice game  5.30   1.52   
 
Between-Group Differences 
In order to determine if the practitioners in training in all three groups (DBT class, 
Chemical Dependency Class, and DBT training conference) increased their knowledge and skill 
with various DBT skills, a repeated measures ANOVA was conducted with the factor being pre- 
and post-intervention, the dependent variable being scores on the DBT skills questionnaire, and 
the between-subjects factor being group. The means and standard deviations for the scores on the 
DBT skills questionnaire across the groups are presented in Table 10. The results of the ANOVA 
for within-subject effects indicate a significant main effect for time, Wilks’s Λ = .34, F(1,58) = 
114.98, p<.05 multivariate η² = .67. However, the results of the ANOVA for within-subject 
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effects indicate a non-significant interaction between the two variables of time and group, 
Wilks’s Λ = .91, F(2,58) = 0.547, p>.05 multivariate η² = .019.  The results of the ANOVA for 
between-subject effects indicate a non-significant main effect for group, F(2,58) = 0.59, p>.05 
multivariate η² = .02. The pairwise comparisons indicated that the student clinicians’ knowledge 
of DBT from time one to time two significantly increased across the various groups of 
practitioners suggesting that the courses and the games were effective ways of learning DBT 
skills (95% confidence interval for difference equals: 83.55 to 121.90). 
Table 10 
Means and Standard Deviations for DBT Skills Questionnaire Across All Groups 
DBT Skills Questionnaire  M   SD  
Time 1:  
 CD Class   215.09   57.08 
 DBT Class   210.00   71.78 
 DBT Conference  220.50   74.39 
 TOTAL   217.80   70.21   
Time 2:  
 CD Class   327.45   50.28 
 DBT Class   297.30   41.94 
 DBT Conference  329.00   57.31 
 TOTAL   323.52   54.38      
 
Discussion 
 The present study was intended to further explore the acquisition of Dialectical Behavior 
Therapy (DBT) skills in student clinician. This study also utilized innovative D.B.T. in Life 
games as a strategy to help clinicians learn DBT skills.  
 The DBT skills questionnaire was completed by the student clinicians in order to test the 
hypothesis that student clinicians would know and utilized a greater number of coping skills by 
the conclusion of the course. Overall, the clinicians in both courses and the two-day training 
conference indicated an increase in DBT skills knowledge and utilization. Although the student 
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clinicians in the chemical dependency course and the clinicians in the two-day training 
conference only had two data collection points, there were significant differences in the amount 
of knowledge the clinicians reported between the first and second DBT skills knowledge 
questionnaire. Due to these courses being so short, no follow-up information was able to be 
collected. The student clinicians in the DBT course were measured over the course of a semester 
and asked to complete a follow-up measure. However, due to lack of participation, no 
information could be analyzed from the follow-up measure. The follow-up measure would have 
been useful to determine if the games had any effect in the amount of DBT knowledge and skill 
acquisition the student clinicians reported. Much like past research with clients learning DBT 
(Linehan, 1993b; Robins & Chapman, 2004), the results show that the student clinicians 
knowledge about DBT increased over time as they participated in a course or conference about 
DBT. Overall, the results suggest that student clinicians’ knowledge about DBT can be increased 
by completing coursework about DBT and that utilizing the D.B.T. in Life games during that 
coursework could also be beneficial. In fact, past research concluded that the utilization of 
educational games resulted in an increase in knowledge about the information for both short- and 
long-term retention times (Blakely et al., 2009). Despite this evidence that gaming maybe 
beneficial for learning, many educators do not utilize games possibly due to the limited amount 
of evidence supporting their use. (Blakely, Skirton, Cooper, Allum, & Nelmes, 2010) 
 Research has demonstrated that participation in DBT skills groups has resulted in 
reductions in distress levels and increases in overall coping abilities (Dimefff & Koerner, 2007; 
Linehan, 1993a). In the present research the CISS was utilized to analyze the hypothesis that the 
student clinicians ‘overall distress levels would decrease by the end of the course and would 
remain low at follow-up. This measure was only completed by students in the DBT course due 
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the CISS’s inability to be sensitive enough to determine significant changes in the short time 
periods the other participants were being measured. Overall, the student clinicians results showed 
nonsignificant changes in both task coping and emotion coping suggesting that there were no 
changes in their ability to effectively cope with stressful situations in both emotional and task 
oriented ways. However, the results indicated a significant increase in the student clinicians’ use 
of avoidance coping techniques between the first and second administration. There was no 
significant difference between the second and third measurement. It is difficult to determine why 
one type of coping increased while the others remained the same. It is possible that the student 
clinicians were engaging in beneficial coping strategies before taking the DBT course so that the 
skills did not significantly increase their ability to cope with daily stressors. For example, on 
average the student clinicians reported utilizing task-oriented coping skills more than either 
emotion coping or avoidance coping. In fact, the scores were in the 62nd percentile for this type 
of coping before the intervention was even administered suggesting the students were already 
displaying beneficial coping styles. On the other hand, most clients who are enrolled in a DBT 
course are likely to not have effective tools for coping with daily stressors causing their overall 
levels of distress to decrease as their levels of coping abilities increase over the course of 
treatment (Dimeff & Koerner, 2007; Robins & Chapman, 2004) 
 Although the results were not able to differentiate what exactly caused the change in the 
student clinicians’ increase in DBT skills and knowledge, their self report of the usefulness and 
effectiveness of the courses and games were very interesting. The results from all three 
participant groups suggested that the courses/conference were useful and effective for learning 
DBT skills and that the student clinicians were overall very satisfied with the courses/conference. 
In respect to the D.B.T. in Life games, all three participant groups reported that the games were 
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interesting, enjoyable to play, and effective tools in learning and practicing DBT skills. These 
results are similar to past research on therapeutic games that found games encourage social 
interactions while making learning more effective and enjoyable, and games offer powerful 
means of altering attitudes and behavioral intentions (Burton, 1985; Czurchy, Sia, & Dansereau, 
1999).  
There are a total of four different D.B.T. in Life games but the two that were utilized in 
this study were the D.B.T. in Life card game and the D.B.T. in Life dice game. The participants 
in the study were asked specific questions about their satisfaction with each game. The results 
indicated that all three participant groups found both games enjoyable and overall satisfactory in 
the games’ abilities to teach and practice DBT skills. The participants also reported increases in 
the amount of DBT skill learned as a result of playing both the card and the dice games. These 
results indicate that the D.B.T. in Life card game and the D.B.T. in Life dice game are useful 
tools in both the acquisition and practice of DBT skills. Overall, it appears that these games can 
be used in a classroom or conference setting with clinicians in training in order to increase both 
the knowledge and skill of the practitioners that will be utilizing DBT in clinical practice.   
Limitations  
 There are some limitations to the current study that need to be addressed. The current 
study employed the use of a convenience sample by contacting universities in the surrounding 
area to acquire a sample therefore it cannot be known how much the present sample represents 
the overall population. The results suggest that student clinicians found the D.B.T. in Life games 
useful and effective in learning and practicing DBT but it is unclear if clinicians in other parts of 
the nation or audiences would have the same regard for the games or DBT in general. The 
sample sizes themselves were quite small making it unclear how representative they were. A 
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larger sample size with a broader range of diversity including age, ethnicity, educational level, 
and demographic area of residence could have been measured to make the sample more 
representative of the overall population. 
 Another limitation of the current study is the use of self report measures. Participants 
reported their overall distress levels, coping abilities, knowledge about DBT, and previous 
experience with DBT. It is possible that participants were not accurate in their self report in some 
domains of measurement so the results may not be completely accurate. 
 It was also problematic that the clients in the DBT skills groups choose not to participate 
in the study eliminating any data collection from this population. It is unclear why the clients 
decided not to participate, but the data from this group would have been very informative 
regarding the usefulness of the DBT skills group and the D.B.T. in life games from the 
perspective of a client. Although the results suggest that clinicians in training find the games 
useful and effective for learning and practicing DBT skills, it is very important to understand if 
clients find them useful and effective as this is the main population these games are targeted to 
be used with.  
 Finally, the lack of participation from the clinicians in returning the follow-up measure 
was problematic. Without this measure it is difficult to make any determination as to whether the 
games created any change in DBT skill acquisition. The results indicate that there are significant 
changes in the amount of DBT knowledge among the three measurement times; however, it is 
unclear whether this change is from the courses themselves or from the utilization of the D.B.T. 
in Life games. Since the games were played in the courses, it is very difficult, if not impossible, 
to determine from this study what exactly caused the changes in DBT knowledge.   
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Future Research 
 The General Knowledge of DBT measure used in this study is somewhat long and 
tedious for participants to complete. It may be helpful for future research to decrease the number 
of items by asking questions about overall skill modules. If the current version of the measure is 
to continue to be used, it may be helpful for future research to create a number of subscales (i.e. 
the four skill modules). These subscales could be used to analyze the data to determine if certain 
skill modules are more readily learned and by what means (lecture, games, practice, etc.). Future 
research should include data collection from clients in a DBT skills group that utilizes the D.B.T. 
in Life games to determine if they are useful with this population. In order to determine if the 
games are effective in causing change in DBT skill acquisition, two different DBT skill groups 
should be measured, one that uses the games and one that does not. It would also be important to 
collect data from multiple groups to obtain a sufficient number of participants for any future 
research. Future research should also utilize more diverse samples to include children, 
adolescents, and adults in order to test hypotheses regarding the usefulness and effectiveness of 
the D.B.T. in Life games. The present research only utilized two of the D.B.T. in Life games so 
future research should test the usefulness and effectiveness of all four games with various 
populations. Although the participants in the present study reported that the lectures, D.B.T. in 
Life games, DBT handouts, rehearsal of the DBT skills, and small group work were all effective 
and useful training techniques, the participants appeared to believe some techniques were more 
useful and effective than others when learning DBT. These techniques should be further 
researched in the future to determine which are most effective and useful for learning DBT by 
utilizing either pre- and post-tests for each participant or by utilizing various research groups that 
employ different training techniques to learn the DBT skills. It will also be important for future 
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research to add to the sparse literature on the usefulness of using therapeutic games to learn new 
skills, behaviors, and ways of interacting with the world. Specifically, future research needs to 
continue to research the usefulness, effectiveness, and efficiency of the D.B.T. in Life games 
with clients and clinicians in learning various aspects of DBT. 
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Appendix A 
Selected items from the Coping Inventory for Stressful Situations (CISS) 
Task Coping 
1. Schedule my time better. 
15. Think about how I have solved similar problems. 
36. Analyze the problem before reacting. 
43. Come up with several different solutions to the problem. 
Emotion Coping 
7. Preoccupied with aches and pains. 
16. Tell myself that it is not really happening to me.  
22. Blame myself for not knowing what to do.  
33. Worry about what I am going to do.  
Avoidance Coping 
18. Go out for a snack or meal.  
37. Phone a friend 
48. Watch TV.  
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Appendix B 
General Knowledge of 
Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT). 
 
1. How would your rate your overall ability to use Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) in your 
daily life:  
 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
Please rate your abilities and/or your amount of knowledge with The following DBT 
philosophies, techniques, and skills:    
 
 
2. Dialectics defined as having a “both/and” perspective and avoiding black/white thinking. It 
about achieving balance in your life. It’s about avoiding extremes in thoughts, feelings, 
behaviors and relationships. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
3. Mindfulness defined as the ability to be present in the moment both on the inside and 
outside, while being loosely connected to the past and future.             
 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
4. Distress Tolerance defined as being able to manage frustrations and stresses by being active 
to problem solve some things and sometime accepting reality as it is.  
.   
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
 
5. Emotion Regulation defined as ability to cope, manage and tolerate strong emotions and 
impulses. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
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6. Interpersonal Effectiveness defined as being effective in relationships by being assertive, 
setting appropriate boundaries, having a healthy amount of self-respect and investing in 
healthy relationships. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
7. The Observe skill as defined as just noticing; become aware of things in this moment. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
8. The Describe skill defined as describing experiences in concrete, specific terms that are 
Non-Judgmental. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
9.  The Participate skill defined as engaging fully and completely in each activity. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
10. The Mindful Eating skill defined as focusing on eating and chewing each bite fully. Notice 
the complexity of the food, sensation of fullness and satiation 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
11. The Be Mindful skill defined as “Being mindful” of using skills, engaging in self-care, 
having healthy fun, and connecting to my support system. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
12. The Square Breathing skill defined as breathing in while counting to four. Holding it for 
four seconds. Then exhaling while counting to four. Repeat four times. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
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13. The One-Mindfully skill defined as doing one thing at time. Avoiding taking on too much or 
being overwhelmed by a lot of things happening at once 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
14. The Body Scan skill defined as going inside, noticing all sensations of discomfort, feeling at 
ease & any neutral sensations. Then becoming aware of all 5 of my senses.  
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
15. The Moment to Pause skill defined as Take a quick moment to check in with myself on the 
inside, outside & in interactions. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
16. The ONE MIND skill defined as One thing at a time, Be in the Now, & grounded in the 
Environment. Stay in the Moment, Increase my awareness of my 5 senses, be Non-
Judgmental, & Describe things going on around me 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
17. The Turtling skill defined as Take care of myself like a turtle. Retreat inside for safety 
sometimes, go slow and methodical, protect myself but don’t be aggressive, be adaptive in a 
variety of situations, use hard outer shell to let other’s judgments roll off the back and get 
back in balance persistently. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
18. The Wise Mind skill defined as balancing my thoughts & feelings to be as skillful as 
possible. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
 
19. The Effectively skill defined as being as effective as I can in my life. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
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Please rate your abilities and/or your amount of knowledge with The following DBT 
philosophies, techniques, and skills:    
 
20. The Non-Judgmental skill defined as suspending evaluations about myself and others 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
21. The ACCEPTS skill defined as distracting myself with Activities, Choices, Contributions, 
Emotions, Pushing Away, Thoughts, & Sensations. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
22. The IMPROVE skill defined as distracting myself with Imagery of a beautiful or safe place, 
Meaning in my life, Prayer, Relaxation, ONE thing at a time, Vacation from the demands of 
my life, & Encouragement to be effective 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
23. The Turning The Mind skill defined as being in the driver’s seat with my thinking feeling 
and behavior.  
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
24. The Self Soothe Kit skill defined as creating a kit that is self-soothing and using it when 
needed. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
25. The Crisis Survival Network skill defined as creating a list of people who support me & 
using it when needed. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
26. The Keep It In Perspective skill defined as being able to effectively deal with my life and 
what is happening to me, because of everything I have survived in the past. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
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27. The Half Smile skill defined as finding something in my day or life that I can have a genuine 
half smile about. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
28. The Radical Acceptance skill defined as focusing on what I have control of:  My thoughts, 
feelings, impulses, and behaviors. Let go of things I can’t control: others & the world around 
me 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
29. The Explore Pros & Cons skill defined as the pros of having a crisis & Cons of not having a 
crisis. Cons of having a crisis & Pros of not having a crisis 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
30. The Self Soothe skill defined as self-soothing with all five of my senses: sight, sound, smell, 
taste, and touch. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
31. The Observe Breathing skill defined as taking a couple moments to pay attention to my 
breathing. Deep breathing will have a calming effect by providing more oxygen to my mind 
and body. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
32. The Willingness skill defined as practicing willingness to accept reality, a bad day, things 
not going my way, or that I can’t control others and the world around me. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
33. The OBJECTIVES skill defined as using this acronym to effectively deal with difficulty. 
One thing at a time, Be effective, avoid Judgments, cope with Emotions, consider 
Consequences, take Time, use Introspection, act consistently with Values, focus on desired 
Endings, & balance Short-term & long-term goals. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
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34. The SPECIFIC PATHS skill defined as considering what is my Supreme Concern? Practice 
my skills, focus my Energy & Concentration, I can be effective, have Faith, consider what is 
Important, have Courage & Patience, pay Attention, complete Tasks, be Humble, & have 
Sensitivity. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
35. The ABC skill defined as Accumulating Positives, Building Mastery, and Coping Ahead. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
36. The Feeling not Acting skill defined as choosing to use a skill to manage emotions or 
impulses or to tolerate it while doing nothing 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
37. The Know My Emotions skill defined as learning about my emotions by what I experience 
in my body and in my thinking. Learn the intensity and length of my typical emotions so that 
I can manage them effectively. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
38. The Love Dandelions skill defined as building an awareness and acceptance of parts of 
myself that find unattractive or don’t like. Managing these things effectively so that they 
don’t cause me distress 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
39. The Making Lemonade skill defined as refocusing my weaknesses so that they become 
strengths. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
40. The Exploring Emotions skill defined as learning what my emotions and feelings are like. 
Cope, manage, and regulate emotions effectively to avoid problematic behavior 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
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Please rate your abilities and/or your amount of knowledge with The following DBT 
philosophies, techniques, and skills:    
 
41. The Build Positive Emotions skill defined as balancing negative emotions and experiences 
by increasing positive emotions and experiences. Do pleasant things that are possible now 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
42. The EMOTIONS skill defined as Exposure to emotions, Mindful of current emotions, 
Outline a plan to deal with emotions, Take opposite action, Increase positive experiences, 
Obstacles and plan to overcome them, Notice what is going on, & use my Support system. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
43. The CARES skill defined as managing my emotions by being Calm, monitoring Arousal, 
finding Relaxation and rest, coping with my Emotions, & getting a healthy amount of Sleep. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
44. The Riding The Wave skill defined as imaging that I am riding the wave of my emotions & 
impulses without acting on them. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
45. The Opposite to Emotions skill defined as engaging in the action that will bring the 
opposite emotion into my awareness to balance the distressing emotion 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
46. The TRUST skill defined as  Trusting myself, Redirecting my impulses and urges, Using my 
skills, acting how I want to be Seen, & Taming my emotions & impulses 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
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47. The BEHAVIOR skill defined as using effective Behavior, be grounded in the Environment, 
do things that are Healing not Hurting, Act in my best interest, be consistent with my Values, 
Imagine getting through difficulties, focus on the desired Outcome, & Reinforce my 
successes. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
48. The MEDDSS skill defined as using Mastery, Exercise, Diet, Drugs (Medication), Sleep, 
Spirituality 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
49. The Broken Record skill defined as being a broken record with myself. Keep coming back 
to my needs. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
50. The Ignore skill defined as ignoring the judgments of others. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
51. The Turn The Tables skill defined as being reciprocal and sometimes doing things for other 
people, without the expectation of getting anything in return. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
52. The Interactions in Relationships skill defined as observing, describing, being mindful of 
emotions, taking a Non-Judgmental stance, using assertive communication, respecting for 
myself and others to develop frustration tolerance in relationships 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
53. The Relationship Thinking skill defined as reducing or eliminating black and white 
thinking. Foster dialectical thinking by seeing things from multiple viewpoints and holding a 
both/and perspective 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
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54. The Relationship Assumptions skill defined as doing the best we can and we can work on 
being more effective. None of us have caused all of our problems and yet we need to solve 
them anyway. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
55. The Relationship Mindfulness skill defined as identifying generalizations, describing 
assumptions, suspending judgments, avoiding jumping to conclusions, & being empowered 
in my relationships. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
56. The Dealing with Difficult People skill defined as being non-judgmental, participating in 
improving my relationship, identifying and overcoming obstacles to improvement. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
57. The Most Difficult skill defined as rating the level of difficulty, identifying my feelings, 
minimizing judgments, and engaging in effective interactions. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
58. The Repairs skill defined as being able to apologize, accept apologies, and letting some 
things go to be skillful in relationships. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
59. The 4 Horsemen skill defined as identifying the 4 most destructive things that I bring into 
my relationships. Be skillful to keep these things out of my relationships. 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
60. The GIVE skill defined as being Gentle, Interested & Validating, & have an Easy Manner 
with others 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
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61. The FAST skill defined as being Fair to myself, Apologize less, Stick to my values, & be 
Truthful with myself 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
 
62. The DEAR (WO) MAN skill defined as   Describe what I want, be Encouraging, Ask for it, 
& Reinforce others. Willingness to get it my way and tolerate it if I don’t, Observe what is 
going on inside me and around me, be Mindful present in the here and now, Appear 
Confident, & Negotiate 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
 
 
63. Rate your ability to effectively use DBT? 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Poor                                  Fair                                         Good                           Excellent 
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Appendix C 
Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) 
Satisfaction Survey 
 
 
1. How interesting was participating in this DBT course? 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Not at all                             Fair                                        Good                        Very Much 
 
 
2. How much did you enjoy participating in this DBT course? 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
    Not at all                             Fair                                        Good                      Very Much 
 
 
3. How much did you learn about the philosophy of DBT? 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
      Not at all                             Fair                                        Good                    Very Much 
 
 
4. How much did you learn about the DBT skills? 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
      Not at all                             Fair                                        Good                    Very Much 
 
 
5. Do you think the course was an effective way to learn about DBT and the DBT skills? 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Not at all                             Fair                                        Good                       Very Much 
 
 
6. How much of the content of the course can be applied to practice? 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Not at all                             Fair                                        Good                      Very Much 
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7. Overall, how satisfied are you with the DBT course? 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Not at all                             Fair                                        Good                      Very Much 
 
 
8. Overall, how interesting were the DBT games to play (questions about specific games will 
follow)? 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Not at all                             Fair                                        Good                      Very Much 
 
 
9. Overall, how much did you enjoy playing the DBT games? 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Not at all                             Fair                                        Good                      Very Much 
 
 
10. Overall, how much did you learn about DBT by using the games? 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Not at all                             Fair                                        Good                      Very Much 
 
 
11. Overall, how much do you think the DBT games were effective ways to learn DBT? 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Not at all                             Fair                                        Good                      Very Much 
 
 
12. Do you think the DBT games were effective ways of practicing DBT? 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Not at all                             Fair                                        Good                      Very Much 
 
 
13. Overall, how satisfied are you with the DBT games? 
 
    1               2 3 4 5 6 7 
  Not at all                             Fair                                        Good                      Very Much 
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Please rate your experiences with the following DBT games. If you have not played the game 
please mark N/A:    
 
14. How much did you enjoy playing the DBT Bingo game? (Circle 0 if you have not played 
this game).   
 
0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
N/A            Not at all                                     Fair                                  Good                 Very Much 
 
 
15. How much did you learn about DBT by using the DBT Bingo game? 
 
0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
N/A            Not at all                                     Fair                                  Good                 Very Much 
 
 
16. How satisfied are you with the DBT Bingo Game? 
 
0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
N/A            Not at all                                     Fair                                  Good                 Very Much 
 
 
17. How much did you enjoy playing the DBT Dice game? 
 
0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
N/A            Not at all                                     Fair                                  Good                 Very Much 
 
 
18. How much did you learn about DBT by using the DBT Dice game? 
 
0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
N/A            Not at all                                     Fair                                  Good                 Very Much 
 
 
19. How satisfied are you with the DBT Dice Game? 
 
0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
N/A            Not at all                                     Fair                                  Good                 Very Much 
 
 
20. How much did you enjoy playing the DBT Card game? 
 
0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
N/A            Not at all                                     Fair                                  Good                 Very Much 
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21. How much did you learn about DBT by using the DBT Card game? 
 
0  1 2 3 4 5 6         7 
N/A            Not at all                                     Fair                                  Good                 Very Much 
 
 
22. How satisfied are you with the DBT Card Game? 
 
0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
N/A            Not at all                                     Fair                                  Good                 Very Much 
 
 
23. How much did you enjoy playing the DBT Board game? 
 
0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
N/A            Not at all                                     Fair                                  Good                 Very Much 
 
 
24. How much did you learn about DBT by using the DBT Board game? 
 
0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
N/A            Not at all                                     Fair                                  Good                 Very Much 
 
 
25. How satisfied are you with the DBT Board Game? 
 
0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
N/A            Not at all                                     Fair                                  Good                 Very Much 
 
 
26. Please rank order the following portions of the DBT group that assisted in learning DBT 
skills from 1 (most useful in learning DBT skills) to 6 (least useful in learning DBT skills). 
 
_____      Discussion with peers in the course 
_____      DBT Handouts 
_____      DBT games 
_____      Diary cards 
_____      Examples of DBT skills given in course 
_____      Practicing the DBT skills 
 
 
 
 
